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We describe a method for the complete temporal characterization of attosecond extreme ultravioletsxuvd
fields. An electron wave packet is generated in the continuum by photoionizing atoms with the attosecond field,
and a low-frequency dressing laser pulse is used as a phase gate for frequency-resolved-optical-gating-like
measurements on this wave packet. This method is valid for xuv fields of an arbitrary temporal structure, e.g.,
trains of nonidentical attosecond pulses. It establishes a direct connection between the main attosecond char-
acterization techniques demonstrated experimentally so far, and considerably extends their scope, thus provid-
ing a general perspective on attosecond metrology.
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The generation of isolated attosecondsasd pulsesf1,2g and
trains of attosecond burstsf3–5g has recently been demon-
strated experimentally, opening the route to the time-domain
study of electronic dynamics in matterf6g. Characterizing
such attosecond fields is challenging, not only due to the
extremely short time scales involved and the large associated
bandwidth, but also because these fields are in the extreme
ultraviolet sxuvd range, where no efficient nonlinear medium
is available. It is thus extremely difficult to directly apply the
conventional methods of ultrafast optics. Several schemes
have now been demonstratedf1–3,5g or proposedf7–11g to
circumvent these problems. Most of these methods consist of
converting the as pulses into continuum electron wave pack-
ets, through the photoionization of atoms, and in using the
femtosecond oscillations of an infrared laser field to gain
information on the temporal structure of these wave packets.
However, only a few of these methods enable a complete
characterization, and most of them are restricted to specific
and simple temporal structures, e.g., single isolated as pulses
f1,2,7–10g or trains of identical as burstsf3,4g. Moreover, no
clear connection has been established yet between the main
demonstrated techniquesf1–3g.

We describe a simple and general method allowing for the
complete characterization of arbitrary as fields: frequency-
resolved optical gating for complete reconstruction of at-
tosecond burstssFROG CRABf12g, hereafter called CRABd.
Introducing this technique allows us to transpose some of the
most efficient tools of the very mature field of ultrafast optics
to attosecond metrology. It also merges the main techniques
demonstrated so farf1–4g into a common and more general
framework, thus providing a general perspective of attosec-
ond measurements.

CRAB is inspired from frequency-resolved optical gating
sFROGd, a widely used technique for the full temporal char-
acterization of visible pulsesf13g. FROG consists of decom-
posing the pulse to be characterized in temporal slices thanks
to a temporal gateGstd, and then measuring the spectrum of
each slice. This provides a two-dimensional set of data,
called a spectrogram or FROG trace, given by

Ssv,td = UE
−`

+`

dtGstdEst − tdeivtU2

, s1d

whereEstd is the field of the pulse to be characterized, andt
is the variable delay between the gate and the pulse. The gate
may either be a known function of the pulse, as in most
implementations of FROG, or an unrelated—and possibly
unknown—functionsblind FROGd f14g. Various iterative al-
gorithms, such as the very efficient principal component gen-
eralized projections algorithmsPCGPAd f14g, can then be
used to extract bothEstd andGstd from Ssv ,td. The FROG
technique is best understood intuitively by considering mea-
surements performed with pureamplitudegatesGstd= fstd
PR. However, femtosecond pulses metrology shows that
purephasegatesGstd=eifstd can also be usedf15g.

As most other attosecond measurement techniques,
CRAB is based on the photoionization of atoms by the as
field, in the presence of a dressing laser field. We consider an
atom with ionization potentialIp, photoionized by an xuv
electric fieldEXstd, in the presence of a low-frequency laser
field ELstd=−]A /]t shifted by a variable delayt fAstd being
the vector potential of this laser fieldg. The transition ampli-
tude to the final continuum stateuvl with momentumv, is
given, within the strong field approximation, byf8,9,16g

asv,td = − iE
−`

+`

dteifstddpstdEXst − tdeisW+Ipdt, s2d

fstd = −E
t

+`

dt8fv ·Ast8d + A2st8d/2g. s3d

pstd=v+Astd is the instantaneous momentum of the free
electron in the laser field.dp is the dipole transition matrix
element from the ground state to the continuum stateupl.
W=v2/2 is the final kinetic energy of the electron.

Equationss2d and s3d show that the main effect of the
laser field is to induce a temporal phase modulationfstd on
the electron wave packetdpEXstd generated in the continuum
by the xuv field. Qualitatively, the trajectory of a photoelec-
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tron from its parent ion to the spectrometer depends on its
time of ionization within the laser field optical cyclef8g: the
phase it accumulates along this trajectory is thus temporally
modulated by the dressing field. Because of the scalar prod-
uct v ·A in Eq. s3d, the photoelectrons have to be observed in
a given direction for the phase modulation to be well defined.

Different ways of using this ultrafast electron-phase
modulator for the characterization of xuv fields have already
been demonstrated or proposed. In the limit of a single
many-laser-cycle-long xuv pulse,fstd corresponds to a peri-
odic phase modulation on the photoelectron wave packet.
This leads to the appearance of sidebands in the photoelec-
tron energy spectrumf17g, which have been used to charac-
terize fs to ps xuv pulses, either by cross correlation with the
envelope of fs laser pulsesf17g, or by FROG measurements
f18,19g. In the other limit of an as xuv pulse significantly
shorter than the dressing field optical period, depending on
the choice of the delayt, attosecond spectral shearing inter-
ferometryf10g or streak-cameraf2,8,9g measurements can be
performed. In the latter,t is chosen in such a way that the
phase modulation is quadratic in time: the electron wave
packet then experiences a linear streaking in energydW/dt
=−]2f /]t2, and the resulting distortion of the photoelectron
spectrum provides direct information on the duration of the
as pulses.

CRAB provides another, much more versatile, way of us-
ing this electron-phase modulator. Its principle can be de-
rived from the FROG technique, by comparing the expres-
sion of Ssv ,td given by Eq.s1d, which describes an optical
FROG, and the expression of the photoelectron spectrum
uasv ,tdu2 in a given observation direction, obtained from Eqs.
s2d and s3d. This comparison shows that, by scanning the
delay t, the dressing laser field can be used as a temporal
phase gateGstd=eifstd for FROG measurements on electron
wave packets generated in the continuum by attosecond
fields. The full characterization of these wave packets pro-
vides all the information on the temporal structure of the
generating as fields.

To demonstrate that this electron phase modulator is well
suited for attosecond measurements, we consider the particu-
lar case of a linearly polarized dressing laser fieldELstd
=E0stdcossvLtd, long enough for the slowly varying envelope
approximation to apply.fstd is then given byfstd=f1std
+f2std+f3std, with

f1std = −E
t

+`

dtUpstd,

f2std = sÎ8WUp/vLdcosu cosvLt, s4d

f3std = − sUp/2vLdsins2vLtd.

Upstd=E0
2std /4vL

2 is the ponderomotive potential of the elec-
tron in the laser field at timet. The observation angleu is the
angle betweenv and the laser polarization direction.f2std
and f3std oscillate, respectively, at the laser field frequency
and its second harmonic. Due to the fast oscillations infstd
and to the large amplitude of the phase modulation, this
electron-phase modulator has a bandwidthu]f /]tumax of

5 fs−1 s<20 eVd for realistic parameterssW=100 eV,u=0,
I laser=10 TW/cm2 at 800 nmd, which makes it adequate for
attosecond measurements. On the other hand, as we will
show, the slow variations of all terms offstd associated to
the envelopeE0std of the laser pulse, allow us to simulta-
neously determine the femtosecond temporal structure of
trains of as pulses.

We now use Eqs.s2d and s3d, and the iterative PCGPA
algorithm developed for the optical blind FROG, to simulate
an experiment and demonstrate different schemes of CRAB
for a linearly polarized laser pulse. We first show how CRAB
extends existing methods for single as pulsesf1,2g and trains
of as burstsf3g, and finally we present the case of an as field
that, as far as we know, no other existing method allows to
characterize.

Figure 1sad shows a CRAB trace calculated around the
u=0 direction using Eqs.s2d and s3d, for a single 315 as
pulse. From a classical point of view, this trace can be un-
derstood qualitatively as resulting from the oscillations of a
suddenly freed electron in the dressing laser field. Figures
1sbd and 1scd show the as pulse, and the gate phasefstd,
retrieved from this trace using PCGPAf20g, and compares
them with the exact profiles. For both signals, the agreement
is excellent.

We emphasize the striking similarity of the CRAB trace
of Fig. 1, with Figs. 4 off1g andf2g, which provided experi-
mental evidences of the generation of a single as pulse. Our
approach provides a systematic and straightforward proce-
dure for the full retrieval of the laser pulse and the as burst
from such measurements. This procedure has many advan-
tages which are inherited from optical FROGf13g. Due to
the high redundancy of information in the CRAB trace, it is
very robust against noise, and is unlikely to properly con-
verge if experimental flaws exist, e.g., shot-to-shot variations
in the as pulse temporal structure. The retrieval of the laser

FIG. 1. sad CRAB trace of a single 315 as pulseffull width at
half maximum sFWHMd of intensityg, having second- and third-
order spectral phasessFourier limit=250 asd, gated by a Fourier-
limited 6-fs 800 nm laser pulse, of 0.5 TW/cm2 peak intensity. The
electrons are collected aroundu=0 with an acceptance angle of
±30°. sbd, scd A comparison of the exact as pulse and the laser-
induced gate phasefstd sfull lined with the corresponding recon-
structionssdotsd obtained from the CRAB trace after 100 iterations
of the PCGPA algorithmf20g. The gate modulusuGstdu is constant
and equals to 1.
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pulse offers an additional opportunity to check the validity of
the measurement, by comparison with the results of the stan-
dard methods for visible pulses.

For any given delayt0 in Fig. 1sad, the spectrumSsv ,t0d
can be considered as an attosecond streak-camera measure-
ment f8g, each delay corresponding to a different streaking
speed: in this scheme of CRAB, the information on the tem-
poral structure of the pulse is also obtained by streaking the
electron energy. The ultimate temporal resolution is thus de-
termined by the maximum streaking speed that can be
achieved, i.e., by the maximum laser intensity that can be
applied to the atoms. This leads to a limit of<70 as forW
=100 eV for near Fourier-limited pulses, as demonstrated in
f8g.

As illustrated by the results of Fig. 1, CRAB has a large
angular acceptance atu=0: approximatingfstd by the long-
pulse expression Eq.s4d, and given thatUp!W, f2std is the
dominant term offstd for all angles exceptu<p /2, and has
a slow angular dependence aroundu=0. However, one speci-
ficity of f2std is that it depends on the final electron energy
W. This dependence is not taken into account by the existing
reconstruction algorithms, thus introducing systematic errors
in the reconstructed pulses. We have checked numerically
that these errors are negligible provided the bandwidth of the
as pulse is small compared to its central frequency. Besides,
such systematic errors do not occur atu=p /2, wheref1std
and f3std dominate, but measurements then have to be car-
ried out with a much smaller collection angle, typically of a
few degrees.

We now turn to the complete characterization of trains of
as pulses using CRAB. Such trains are naturally generated
by high-order harmonic generationsHHGd on gaseous tar-
gets with intense many-cycle laser pulses, and their accurate
characterization is essential for their future use in attosecond
pump-probe experiments. CRAB requires no specific rela-
tionship between the periodsT of the train andTf of the
laser-induced phase-gate oscillations. However, in the most
general case, the resulting CRAB trace is complicated, which
makes it difficult to determine how the temporal information
is encoded in the trace. Two particular schemes enable us to
get some insight into how CRAB works for trains.

The first one corresponds toT=Tf, i.e., the train and the
gate oscillations have the same period. The as field generates
a train of continuum electron wave packets, which experi-
ence almost identical energy streakings by the laser field.
Due to the resulting temporal periodicity of the dressed train,
the obtained CRAB trace is similar to the single-pulse trace
of Fig. 1sad, but is now discretized along the energy axis,
with a sampling step of 1/T. Thus, in this scheme, the tem-
poral information on each as burst is still obtained through
an energy streaking, resulting in an intensity-dependent tem-
poral resolution. This streaking now leads to the appearance
of “outer” sidebands, below or above the field-free spectrum.

The second instructive scheme corresponds toT=Tf /2,
i.e., the period of the train is half that of the gate oscillations.
This situation is naturally encountered experimentally when
the same laser pulse is used both to generate HHG in a gas
and to characterize the resulting superposition of harmonics
f3g. Figure 2 shows a CRAB trace obtained in this scheme,

and the train of nonidentical pulses retrieved from this trace.
Although this configuration can also be entirely analyzed in
the time domainf21g, it is more easily understood in the
frequency domain: the information on the temporal structure
of the bursts is partly obtained through the same process as
in resolution of attosecond beating by interference of two-
photon transitionssRABBITT f3,4,11gd, which is the follow-
ing. Due to the very specific ratio ofT and Tf, the upper
first-order sideband of the harmonicn overlaps and interferes
with the lower first-order sideband of the harmonicn+1. As
the delay is scanned, these interferences lead to an oscillation
of these “inner” sideband amplitudes with a period ofT fFig.
2sadg. RABBITT measurements are performed in the pertur-
bative intensity regime: the phase of these oscillations then
provides the relative phase between neighboring harmonics,
which suffices to retrieve trains of identical as bursts.

The “interferometric” version of CRAB shown in Fig. 2
extends RABBITT in several respects.sid By scanning the
delay until the two fields no longer overlap, and thus exploit-
ing the envelope of the laser pulse in a similar way as in
f18,19g, trains of nonidentical pulses can now be retrieved.
sii d To obtain the reconstruction of Fig. 2sbd, we not only use
the amplitude of the inner sidebandsf3,4g, the full photoelec-
tron spectrum is injected in the PCGPA algorithm.siii d Using
this procedure, there is no more restriction on the intensity of
the dressing field. At high intensity, the information on the as
pulses temporal structure is encoded both in the sideband
interference pattern and a streaking effectfleading to outer
sidebands, Fig. 2sadg. Thanks to the interference effect, the
temporal resolution of this scheme does not depend on the
laser intensity: by taking advantage of the gaps in between
the harmonics, only a small bandwidth is required for the
electron phase modulator, whatever the number of harmonics
involved. Measurements of trains of arbitrarily short as
bursts can thus be carried out without necessarily using very
high laser intensities, a major advantage over the streaking
scheme previously described. From an experimental point of

FIG. 2. sad CRAB trace atu=0 of a 12-fs-train of nonidentical
as pulses, of periodT/2=1.3 fs, gated by a 30-fs-800 nm-sT
=2.6 fsd laser pulse, of 0.05 TW/cm2 peak intensity, assuming a
spectrometer resolution of 100 meV. The as pulses are shorter in
the center of the trains<250 asd, than in the edgess<400 asd. The
outer and inner sidebands are respectively labelledSo andSi. sbd A
comparison of the exact as trainsred lined and the reconstruction
sdotted blue lined obtained from the CRAB trace after 750 iterations
of the PCGPA algorithm.
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view, the finite resolution of electron spectrometers can in-
troduce systematic errors in CRAB traces of trains if the
harmonics are too narrow. We have determined numerically
that for an accurate retrieval, a resolution of 100 meV sets an
upper limit of about 8 fs on the Fourier-limited duration of
the as train.

We now illustrate the universality of CRAB by treating
the case of a rather complicated as fieldsFig. 3d. The spec-
trum of this field qualitatively corresponds to what would be

obtained by selecting the end of the plateau and the cutoff of
the high-harmonic spectrum generated in a gas by a few-
cycle laser pulsefFig. 3sbdg. As in HHG in gases, each har-
monic peak has a different chirp, and the relative phase of
these peaks does not vary linearlyfFig. 3sbdg. Figure 3sad
shows the CRAB trace obtained when an 800–nm 7-fs
chirped laser pulsesl=800 nm andI =0.05 TW/cm2d is
used as a phase gate. The temporal intensity profile of the as
field retrieved from this CRAB trace is in excellent agree-
ment with the exact profilefFig. 3scdg. Based on the previous
analysis of simpler CRAB traces, two main relevant features
can be identified in Fig. 3sad: the overall oscillations of the
continuous upper part, and the oscillating sidebands in the
discrete lower part. As the energy varies, a gradual transition
between these two regimes is observed. CRAB is the only
existing method for the full characterization of such complex
as fields. This will, for instance, allow us to study the tran-
sition regime between as trains and single as pulses gener-
ated by few-cycle laser pulses or through polarization gating
f22g.

In a conclusion, FROG CRAB is a general method for the
complete temporal characterization of arbitrary attosecond
fields, which consists of adapting the concepts of optical
FROG to electron wave packets. It is simple, systematic, and
robust against noise and experimental flaws. All the experi-
mental tools are available for its implementation, thus open-
ing the way to the routine characterization of attosecond
fields.
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FIG. 3. sad CRAB trace atu=0 of a complex as field, whose
spectrumsshaded curved and spectral phasesred lined are shown in
panelsbd. The spectrum consists of discrete peaks spaced by<3 eV
in its lower part, and a continuous component in its upper part. In
scd and sdd, the exact intensity profile of the as field and the laser
electric field sfull linesd are compared to the ones retrieved from
this tracesdotsd after 300 iterations of PCGPA.
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